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September was a very busy month for LCFR.  Both in call volume and complexity of 

calls.  The department ran a total of 255 calls during the month.  10 working fires, 
160 Emergency Medical Calls, 7 haz mat responses, 6 service calls, 40 interfaculty 

transports, 17 good intent calls, 21 false alarms and 1 natural disaster calls.   

The month started with a structure fire on September 3rd in the Town of Delafield where a 
room and contents fire caused extensive internal damage to a home on Brynn drive.  2 
days later LCFR crews were dispatched to a semi truck on fire at the Pick - N - Save on 
Village Square Drive, when crews arrived they found heavy smoke and fire extending from 
a tractor into the semi trailer and ultimately into the building via an overhead dock door.  
The fire proved to be extremely challenging from an access standpoint and caused 
extensive smoke damage throughout the store.  Ultimately, the store was closed for 5 
days and the damages from the fire are estimated to be in excess of 2 million.   

On September 17th, the water rescue team responded to Pewaukee Lake in the area of 
Walks Island for the report of a drowning.  Once on scene, LCFR crews removed 1 victim 
from the water and began resuscitation efforts.  The victim was later transported to a 
local hospital where he succumb to his injures.   

On September 27th LCFR responded to a 2 vehicle head on collision on Hwy 18 between 
Maple Ave and Brandbrook road in the Town of Delafield.  Once on scene, crews found a 2 
vehicle head on collision involving a dump truck and a sedan.  Tragically, the lone 
occupant in the sedan did not survive the accident.   
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TRAINING 
Submitted By: LT Krivitz and Chief Wachtl 

Training of the month of September focused on leadership training for all staff.  An 
outside presenter, Chief James Small from Palmyra Public Safety came in and lead 
what is known as “ISLAND” training.  ISLAND is an acronym for Inclusion, Safety, 
Laughs, Authentic Accountability, Nourishment, and Direction.  Training was held at 4 
different times with staff attending 1 of the 4 sessions.  A follow up training was also 
completed in October.   

Fire training for the month consisted of training using an acquired structure off of 
Glacier Pass in the Town of Delafield.  Structures like these are extremely hard to 
come by and they offer our staff a great opportunity to train in situations that are as 
realistic as possible.  Using this structure, crews were able to practice search and 
rescue, ventilation tactics, hose line advancement, rapid intervention and firefighter 
safety and survival skills.   

Total Training Hours - August = 659.71 
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LCFR has started  reporting response times 2 different ways.  The first way is by 
reporting the average response time.  Until recent advances in reporting this has been 
LCFRs standard methodology of reporting response times.  While reporting out in 
averages was the norm in the past, it only tells half of the picture, or what LCFR is 
capable of 50% of the time.    In the future, LCFR will also report out by using fractile 
times, to the 90th percentile.  Fractile times have become the gold standard in 
reporting as they report out what LCFR is capable of 90% of the time.  90th percentile 
times are a true representation of what our customers can expect from LCFR.   

The times are broken down into 2 categories.  The first is what is known as “turnout” 
time.  Turnout time is the time that it takes for the crews to get alerted in station, get 
down to their assigned apparatus, don the appropriate PPE and physically go enroute 
to the emergency.  The second category is travel time.  This is the time that it takes for 
the apparatus to travel from the fire station to the scene of the emergency.   

RESPONSE TIMES
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RESPONSE METRICS
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TRAINING CENTER UPDATE 

Submitted by: Chief Reynen

September was a great month as we had all four EMT classes underway and running smoothly.  
In the fall semester of every year we run “Intro Workshops” for the HS2 Freshman class.   
Students spend 8 sessions with our instructors and cadet volunteers learning about the fire 
service.  They have a lot of fun getting CPR Certified, learning EMS and Fire skills

 During our first Intro workshop, Resident Cole finished off getting certified as a CPR Instructor!  
Becoming a CPR Instrutor involves taking a one day course and then being observed by a 
Training Center Faculty member during a CPR course. 

Our Cadets had the opportunity to reflect and learn about the events of the terrorist attacks on 
9/11 by participating in the stair climb held at Lambeau Field.  Cadets were tired after the climb, 
but very glad they participated in the event.
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STRUCTURE FIRE - BRYNN DRIVE

Submitted by Chief Hoppe

On Friday, September 3 at 7:30am Lake Country Fire Rescue was dispatched to Bryn Drive in the 
Town of Delafield for a residential structure fire. The department responded with two engines, one 
ladder truck, two water tenders, two support units and three chief officers. The room and contents 
fire was brought under control in less than ten minutes.  The home was occupied by four residents 
who had evacuated prior to the fire department arriving.  Working smoke detectors, quick actions of 
the residents to call 911 and evacuate immediately while closing the doors to the outside greatly 
limited the size and complexity of this fire. The cause of the fire is still under investigation.  The fire 
and smoke damage totals are estimated at $150,000.00.  There are no reported injuries to 
residents or responding fire department personnel.  

Lake Country Fire Rescue was assisted by the Waukesha Country Sheriffs Department, We 
Energies, the City of Pewaukee  and Town of Vernon fire departments.  
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Submitted By: Cheif Heltemes

At approximately 1043 hours on Sunday September 5th, Lake Country Fire and Rescue was 
dispatched for a possible vehicle fire at Pick N Save, located at 3161 Village Square Dr., in the 
City of Delafield. As Truck 4271, Chief 4210 and Brush 4581 were preparing to go enroute, 
Waukesha County Communications (WCC) upgraded the incident to a structure fire. As a 
result, automatic mutual aid was dispatched from Hartland Fire Department, along with other 
LCFR fire units from Station 31 and 37. Chief 4210 and Brush 4581 arrived on scene 
simultaneously and found heavy fire coming from the tractor and trailer which was backed up to 
the loading dock of the store. Brush 4581, containing 2 personnel, deployed their crew and 
used the Ultra High Pressure attack line to initiate fire attack on the tractor. The next arriving 
units, 3161 and 4271, teamed up, deployed handlines, and utilized the municipal water system 
to supply the engine with water. Crews made a defensive fire attack on the tractor/trailer and 
transitioned into the loading dock area to search for fire extension. The interior crew used their 
hose line to extinguish fire that had breached the exterior wall. Smoke and heat damage was 
noted in the storage area of the loading dock and automatic sprinkler heads were activated 
because of the high heat event.
 
Due to extensive overhaul being required to extinguish the trailer, Chief 4210 requested Mutual 
Aid Box Alarm System (MABAS) to the Working Still alarm level using card 42-21. This brought 
in mutual aid from Western Lakes Fire District, Pewaukee FD, Merton FD and Lisbon FD. The 
fire inside the store was brought under control quickly but smoke had filled the entire building 
resulting in high levels of carbon monoxide. As crews continued to extinguish the trailer fire, 
ventilation efforts began inside the store along with shutting down the automatic sprinkler 
system, in an effort to save merchandise. Assistance was requested from Ken Weber Towing, 
who arrived promptly with their heavy machinery and were able to pull the trailer away from the 
store, giving fire personnel better access. The City of Delafield Department of Public Works 

VEHICLE FIRE - PICK N SAVE
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INCIDENT RESPONSE MAPS


